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2.1.4 Executive Summary
The concept is to repair bridges and parements n'hile in serrice by the internal time release of repair
chemicals- Four specific applications for this concept *ere im'estigated in this laboratory and field based
resea¡ct¡- In frames in the laboratory. it was stroun itut cracks r"piir"a nill ca¡¡se other areas to crack u.hen
stressed thus driving the-cmcking a¡ound the strucnne. rrilizing much of the material sr.ngrrt-uur
preventing catastrophic faih¡re in any one location In four fuIt-scale bridge decks. rhe cherñical releasing
tubes were put near the surface to fi¡nction as creators of auromatically nílaute control j;i;rs. l*r"..*btolfg: cracking acted to pull the briule tubes apart and the sealant/adhesive florvedio fill the cracks.
Thirdly the adhesive filted brittle ûrbes were placed in the bod-r- of the decks to break due to shear cracking
and repair these cracks. This rype of release nof only sfengtlrenø the ãecks in most cases but also drove
the expressiori of srrain to new locations for c¡ack fòrmatiär. Irtdb"r-r containing adhesi*e filled rubesçere also tested to failure in the lab. These rcsults were rather inõnclusive uut *ggäi ú,aisome a¿¿ø
strength affer the adhesive is released may be due to re-bonding of the rebars.
Some of the other accomplishments wercto ¿ursn€r questions affìrmatilel¡.about eflicacy of release,
sun'ival of filled tubes in the cement mixer, maintenance_of a liquid phase-of the adhesivé, ease of finistring
the cemen! and demonsration of the concept in th¡ee dinerent locations.
The results or produas aæ a lideo ofall aspects ofthe research. the samples and this report and papers
documenting the activity.



2.1.5 Body of the Final Report

The body of the report will be written in four chapters documenting activity on the four
different t¡pes of structural components and stress type in which internal release was
tested.

l) Failure Prevention of Rigid Concrete Fremes by Strategic Use of Embedded SelÊ
Repair Adhesives

IDEA Concept and Innovatíon; Impact of the Investígafíon
Structura¡ damage in concrete frames causes stesses to be redistributed throrghout the frame. This can
result in sûucttrral failu¡e if the forces a¡e redistributed to inadequte members and connections. ln less
se\€re cases. it rnay lead to ursatidactory ærvice conditions. such as excessive deflections. Given the
brittle nature of concrete, disipation of dynamic loading is an additional structr¡ral challenge. This is a
design for the internal release of adhesives within the concrete material as a me¡tns of controlled
redistibution offorces in order to resit these failr¡¡es.

In this remedy the location of stn¡cn¡ral darnage in consrete strucû¡res is connolled by the strategic retease
of appropriate internal rqair adhesives. High modulus. siffadhesives released at the sructural joints
allow damaged joina to regain stiftress, thus preventing fuuue damage at joints and insuring the
hanslation of forces elservhere. Low modulus adhesiræs released within the sruaural members close or
seal cracks, but do not incre¿se member stifrness. Th¡¡s theæ se¿led cracks a¡e allowed some movement
before additional ctacking occurs, which also lends members beneficíal damping capabilities. The
combination of these adhesives into a single system allows forces in members to be safe\'t¡ansfened
through connections to the more fleúble members, where faih¡¡e strould occur at ultinute loading
Fuflhermore, dynamic load enerry is dissipated within these stnrcn¡ral members u'hile maintaining the
critical stnrcû¡ral integrity of the connections. Such sysfems "intelligentl¡"' ¡Eact in fhe erent of excessive
damaging forces-åy driring forces through the structure to adequate members during the process of
structu¡al self-repair.

The self-healing method investigated for this project utilizes the úmed release of adhesive into the member
al the time of cracking. Chemically inert tubing is cast within the cross section of the member and is then
filled r+{th adhesive. At the onset of cracking the tube walt is fractured, allowing adhesive to exit the
tubing and penetrate the deveþing crack The adhesive could be placed under pressure in order to produce
more efrective dispersal of the adhesive into the cracked region.

The ex?eriment was conducted in trvo parts. The ñrst was intended to identiff the characteristics of th¡ee
different adhesives, by testing each of them sepamtely within a generic, concrete sh¡ctural model that
emplol'ed the tube delivery system described previously. The second was meant to examine the feasibility
of applf ing the use of these adhesires to different regions of the same model in order to affect a certain
behavior. The model chosen for the experiment was a plane, one-story, rigid ponal frame cast
monolithically with a conc¡ete base (see Figures I and 2).

Part l: Properties of Frame Repaired Based on Adhesive Tlpe Utilized

For part one of the experiment, several frames were constucted, wirh glass pipette sections cast
continuously through lhe crossing beam and both beam+olumn joints. The ooncrete mix for the frames
consisted of 2.25 kg of silica san{ 1.0 kg of type I Portland Cement, and 0.5 þ of water. The samples were
poured, allowed to cure for 24 hor¡rs inside of the forms, then removed and placed inside a water bãth ard
allor+'ed to continue curing for an additional 23 days. When the samples were removed from the bat\ wafer
was forced out of the pipettes with compressed air. The samples were then allowed to dry for 2 weeks
before any tests were run.



The tests were performed through the use of a universal testirig machine, srbjecting the frames-to a

consfant, in-plane, compressive force applied at the beamolumn joinf and in a di¡ection parallel to the

base (See Figure 3). Dr¡ring the firg of two tests, each sample was loaded to a deflection of 5 mm in order

to induce minor cracking within the frame. The conesponding resistant force of the frame u'as recorded"

and cracks were clearly rnarked (see Table l).

Load was apptied in the same manner during the second test 2 rveeks later, this time until the sample

reached fail-ure (ceased to protide resistanct to load). lÆad and deflection rrere recorded Ctable l). and the

number of cracks located within the area of the adhesive's coverage were observed and identified as either

"re-opened" of "ned' (see Table 2).

Anatysis
Tfre tb¡ee difrerent adhesives employed rpere cyanoacrylate adhesive, a two-pafl epoÐ'. and a silicon based

adhesive. ln general, the re¿ction of the sarryles due to loading was cha¡acterized b-v a stead-v rate of
deflection and a gradual appeararice of cracks in the tension regions of the bearn followed b¡- sudden.

sometimes excessive failure at mid-height of the columns due to sheaf forc,e.

Cyanoacrylate appeared to give the best overall shenglh improvement for these tests. By examining the

dãþ, tne note thaithe ryanoacrylate samples had the highest avenge ratio of new cracks to reopened cracks

(pre-filled: 1.80 ; post-ñlled: 2.50). This indicates that old cracks sealed by the cyanoacrylate in the fi¡st

tést provided increåsed strEngth in the second test, causing redistribution of süess to the uncracked section,

where new cracks were formed. All of the other sarnples had an average neilreopened crack ratio of less

thari 1.0, indicating tbat the cracks sealed by the nro-part epory and silicon adhesives experienced

reopening without transfening stress to the uncracked section.

The relative stiftess of each frame was estimated by dividing the amount of load at failu¡e by the final

deflection of the sample. The stifüress values obteined from the second test were compared to those of the

first, grving a percerit change in stiftess from the fi¡st test to the second (see Table l). Here, we note lhat

the qanoacrylate samples also proved to be the stifrest (pre-ñlled: 129%o; post-filled: ll2%).

I nvestígatíon; Results
fire most significant discovery of part one of the experiment u'as Îìat cyanoacrylate increases the stifrness

of concrete members weakened by cracking. Visr¡al observations show that after the rele¿se of
crvanoactylate into the cracks, stress was redistributed and new cracks were formed, while the sealed cracks

remained closed. Therefore, the c.vanoacrylate sanples were able to derive reserve sEength from the
uncracked section, while the silicon and epoxy samples experienced failr¡re due to the reopening of old
cracks (see Figure 4).

While the silicon adhesive did not appear to cause an incre¿se in member strength, it did seem to exhibit
characteristics tlnt could be utilized to provide a damping mechanism within the frame. The flexible nature

of hardened silicon based adhesives allows the crack to flex within a reasonable limit, thereby causing a

dissipation of resistance eners/ that wor¡Id normally be tocked within the system and produce further
darnage. Theoretically, a crack bonded by the silicon based adhesive would recover in the absencp of
overload, similar to the action of a spring.

Pa¡t 2: Frame Repair Systems Integnting Varied Adhesive Types
For part two of the erperiment, six new frames were constn¡aed whidr also incorporated glass pipenes

within their cross section. These pipenes wer€ placed separately within each joint of the frame, as well as in
the mid-span of the crossing beam and the mid-section of each column (see Figu¡e 5). This allowed
adhesive to be selectively adrninistered to specific regions of the test frame, and also reserved the ability to
inject different adhesive tSpes into separate regions of the fiame. For this part of the experiment, stiffening
adhesive uzs supplied to the joints of all of the experimental samples, and the more flexible adhesives were
applied to the beam and column regions of those same samples. The control samples had no adhesive of
any type.



The concrete mix and the prçaration process of the frames were exactly the same as that used for p¿¡Í one
of the experiment and load was also apptied in the sane manner as previous testing These resulting cracks
were clearly marke4 and adhesive was released into only those a¡eas ihrt $€re afrected by cracking.
Cyanoacrylate was released throug[ the pipeue delivery system to cracks in the joints, while cracks uithin
the mid-span of the beam and mid-heigtu of the columns had the huo additional adhesives (epoxy or
silicon).

Two weeks later, observations rvere made as to whether new cracks were formed or old cracks were re-
opened in a second testing of these samples. Agai& newly formed cracks had adhesire released into them.

Static load was again applied an additional two weeks later, in test three, in order to eriamine the
performance of the f¡ame afrer cracking had been developed and sealed by adhesive in each section of the
member. Failure modes were checked for each sample to determine whether the frame failed at crack sites
sealed by the flexible adhesives or crack sites se¿led by cyanoacrylate.

Finally, the frames were subjeøed to cyclic loading (rçetitive static loartin& not dlnamic) immediatell'
after the third test in order to examine whether or not each experimental adhesive ças able to exhibit elastic
or inelastic behavior in the ûame. Hysteresis gaphs were generated based on load and deflection of this
fourth tesit-

Analysis
The amount of adhesive peneEation into each crack pl4ved a significant part in the overall performance of
each sample. Samples that achieved good penetation performed closely to their hypothesized beharior.
Cracks in the joints sealed by cyanoacrylate were effectively held closed throughout the tests. This caused
most of the sftss imposed by successive loading to be canied by cracks within the columns.

The control samples (Sample A and B) experiørced crack generation throughout most of the tests, followed
by relatively early failure in comparison to the experimental samples. (see Figure 6)

Crack formation in the samples with epoxy in the members and cyanoaq]'late in the joinrs (samples C and
D) was slow in the fi¡st two tests. beg¡nning on the side neaÍest the applied load in each column, and
continuing steadily throug[ the width of the colunrn. In the final Íatic test, sudden failu¡e occurred at a
renpened crack in the column opposite the applied load. while the column adjacent to the load experiørced
much less darnage. This could possibly be due to the less flexible natrue of the epoxy, which does not seem
to allow ductile behavior.

The samples with silicon in the members and c¡anoacrylate in the joins (samples E and Ð exhibited a
much faster fonnation of cracks in the thi¡d and fourth tests than did the epoxy samptes. In the finat static
test howerer, cracking proceeded at approximately the same rate in each column and a much less d¡arnatic
end failure occurred in the column opposite the load- There also appeared to be much less crack generation
in the joint areas of the silicon samples tban there was in the epory samples.

During test trryo in epoxy sample C, two nen'cracks were formed in the joint adjacent to the applied load,
and one new crack was formed in the opposite joint (see Figures 7 and S). Likewise, epory sample D had a
new crack form within the joint adjacent the load in test two (see Figure 7). However, neither silicon
sample E nor G experienced new ctacking in either joint afler cracks were opened in the column and
injected with silicon (see Figure 9 arid l0). This indicates that while the silicon adhesive was able to
dissipate enough eners/ through sack flexr¡re in the column to prevent ñ¡rther cracking in the joint areas of
the frame, the epoxy was not flexible enougt¡ and therefore could not adequately absorb stress ftom the
ap'plied load.

r#hile the intent of tests one to three was to show crack behavior in the presence of flexible and stiffening
adhesives, the fou¡th test was meånt to determine the ability of the epoxy and silicon to afrect elastic
behavior in the system. Resr¡lts irdicated that silicon sanples E and G did indeed recover between cycles,
experiencing total pennanent deformations of 0.l5mm, 0.30mrq and 0.l0mm respectively. The epory
samples performed the least favorably overall between cycles I and 2, with a pennanent deformation of



0.68m8 as compared to 0.l5mm for the silicon samples and 0.60mm for the control samples. However.
the epoxy samples did out-perform the controls in recovery in the srbsequent c.ycles.

IDEA hoduct: Technical hogress Modc Duríng The Investigatíon
Conclusions
The ability of cyanoacrylate to se¿l cracks firnrly and prercnt reopening r+as confirmed- and the silicon
adhesive uas found to exhibit elastic capabilrty. The joints of the fra¡nes cracked initiall-v, but after rhe
cyanoacrylate was release4 they failed to reopen in the subsequent tests and maintained the abitiq' to
tansf,er loads. Cracls in the mid-çan of the columns tbat were filled with the two more flexible adhesives
reopened in the subsequent tests afrer release.

The prirrary iocation of faitr¡re uas always based in the columns, where the epory and silicon were
released. This proved one hypothesis of the project, which was that adhesives with higher modulus of
elasticity, such as c¡anoacrylate, can resist reopening and tra¡rsfer stess to u'eaker sections of the member,
while lower modulus adhesives will seal qacks, but the section would be flexible and capable of
dissipating eners/. The samples conaining silicon displayed elastic behavior afrer unloading of the cyclic
tests, indicating that silicon allows members to recover their originat shape better than epory.

The results of this experiment show that the timed release of adhesive into cracked regions of rigid concrete
frames is a viable form of repair ard failu¡e prwention The location of structurat damage can be
controlled in conjunction with the repair of damage. kritial damage in critical strengfh regions can be
repaired by high modulus adhesives to prEvent ñrture damage in that region, while transfening forces to
other portions of the srucn¡re. Struch¡ral damage, namely cracking can be directed to the members
fhemselves, where cracks can be repaired b1'flexible adhesires which allow some flexibility in the
members for energy dissipation necessary for resisting úynarnic loading failure and recovery from
deformation

TABLE 1

LOAD, ITEFLECTION, and STIFINESS. (Part I: TEST 1,2)

SAMPLE
I¡AD (kN)

TEST 1 TEST 2

DEFLECTION (mm)

TEST 1 TEST2

STTTFNESS (kN/mm)

TEST T TEST2

o/o

CHANGE

Control

Cyanoacrylate

Epoxy

Silicon

0.81

0.86

0.85

0.90

l'l8

1.35

t.32

l.2t

4.77

4.E8

s.03

4.75

7.17

6.53

7.00

5.83

0.170

0.176

0.169

0.189

0.165

0.207

0.189

0.220

97.2

tt7.7

1il.7

tt6.2



SAMPLE AVG.
OLD

AVG.
RE.OPEN

AVG.
NEW

RATIO
(new/re

onenì

Conrol

Cyanoacrylate-

Epoxy

Silicon

3.33

2

3

3

4
2

,
4
4

4
.4

3

3

3

4

3.67

r.67

0.67

t.67

2.33

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.0

1.67

I.33

0.33

0.67

o.67

0.55

1.80

2.50

0.80

0.14

0.22

0.22

TABLE 2
RE-OPENEI) vs NEril CRACI$

@art L TEST 1,2)

Trble Three
Total Pe¡manent DefomratÍon

Per Cycle
(Test 6)



SAMPLE
DEFORMATION (mM)

CYCLE NO.

I 2 3 4

A
Control

0.00 1.10 1.70 2.70

B
Control

0.00 0.10 1.60 2.t5

c
Epory +
Cyano.

0.00 0.60 0.75 2.00

D
Epoxy +
Cyano.

0.00 0.76 1.60 2.00

E
Silicon +
Cyano.

0.00 0.t0 0.50 0.55

G
Silicon +
Cyano.

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.55
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Figure l. Drawing of sample test frame used in tests I andZ.

Figure 2. Cross section of: (a) column, and (b) beam.
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Figure 3. Photograph of typical sample in testing machine.

Figure 4. Diagram showing: a. stress transfer and new cracking in cyanoacrytate samples
and b. reopening of old crack in silicon and epory samples
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Figure 5. Drawing of sample test frame used in tests 3 to 6.
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Figure 6. Diagram of control frames (Sample A and B) cracking in three static tests of
part tl
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Figure 7' Diagram of epoxy and cyanoacrylate frames (Sample C and D) cracking in threestatic tests of part II

Figure I Photo of epory and cyanoacrylate frames (SampleC) cracking in the.third static
test ofpart II
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Figure 9. Diagram of silicon and cyanoacrylate frames (Sample E and F) cracking in three
of static tests of part Il
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IL) Repeir and Prevention of Damage Due to Transverse Shrinkage Cracks in
Bridge Decks

IDEA Concqt and Innovation; Impact of the Invætìgatíon
ln this rese¿¡ch being done at ATREL I¿b of the University of ntinois tub€s with low modulus adhesire or
sealant were placed jr¡st beneath the member's top sråce, parallel to the longin¡dinal axis, creating a
tra¡Lwerse row that could act as a control joint and a seal in this contolled surface crack. Results ûóm this
rese¿¡ch proved tlnt thq elcapsulated repair chemicals were an efrective, in-situ means of controlling and
re,pairing transverse shrhkage cracking in bridge decks.

Deck micro-cracking is a criticål conoern in bridge desigr; a problem thar afrects all Departments of
Transportation Boads across the Midwest. Transvcrse shrintage cracking of bridge ¿ec'ts occr¡rs during
and shortly after consruction. It allows cracks to form and later allows water andãrher elemens to enter
the concrete mauix of the deck and most funport¡ntty to fall onto the suporting structtrre below. This leads
to significant struchüal darnage of that support structure. This paper descriUesã nen application of the
design for an in-situ means of contro[ing and repairing transueni shrinkage cracking, új utifiring uritU.
tubes with sealants in the cons€te deck.

This application can be agRlied to bridge decks specifically to control the location of transrerse sbdnkage

"?9Þ þ'crc:ting control joints on the surface as a ûïrnsverse row of se¿lanl-ñlled tr¡bes. These tubes,
which are weaker than the concrete in tension because they are scored, break due to strinkage strai4
thereby focusing the Eansverse cracks along this line. A sealant adhesive is then rele¿sed from the tube ar¡d
seals the cracks in concrete. The repair sealant (which is also an adhesive) has a low modulus of elasicity,
thereby allowing frú¡re movgment to resil slrcsses and st¡airs in the deck without additionat cracks
extending from these slrinkage microcracks.

IDEA hoduct: Technical hogress Made ùtring the Investígatìon
Four fuIJ'ryale bridge decls have been fabricated, with refrir-sealant uuá embedded at various locations
as seen in figure l. Potential construction problems such as prernature release during mixing. .rifficulty in
{Sttiog a¡ well as tempemûre efrects ovértime were founúnot to be problems. uoinitoring-s ystems were
also placed, including optical fibers, ETDR cables, and connection of reinforcing bars for õnósion
monitoring.

Results in the ñrg two decks afrer one month of monitoring showed that repairtubes embedded just under
the dcck's top irdeed ruptured due to surface stuinkage and created repair Ëonrol joints r" loig,.a trnif.
repair tubes placed in the dec,k surface but not totalþ covered broke after two months while those left
totâlly uncovered did not break {lthouglt these.were more exposed to the environment and freezing and
thawing weather cycles than the futly embedded ones these en ritonmenal forces did not cause breãøge. .

Background Work
When initially considering the desigrr for seatant-filled repair n¡bes embedded in bridge decks, issues of
ñeld co_nstruoability were to be add¡essed. These were:.l.Will the mixing action preñrøtruety rracn¡e the
brinle fibers? ) 2. will the fibers withstand traditionally ñnishing methodsl 3. wiú rhe changes in
tempeE¡tur€ affeo the ¡elease process? 4. Will the adhesives stay fluid in the fibers ? -

By using laboratory and û¡ll scale ñeld testing these questions were addressed in the resea¡ch. Tte issue
raised, regarding the mixing rytiol nrernaturely frach¡ri4g the brittle fibers, was addressed in laborarory
research Prwious resea¡ch done þ the principal investigator had shown that brinle filled fibers less than
2-ll2 inches length would sun¡ive mi*ing in standard concrete mixers. The issue reæ¡¿iú l ofity of tn.
concrete if the adhesive was prelnaturely release, as in during mixing. uas investig[ted inïe laboratory.
A set of samples *'as pourd in whictr the glass fibers were b-roken uy nan¿ duringlplacem*t uø adhesive
was released. The concrete was testd for adverse effects and none were found. 

- -
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Acn¡al field testing was necessary to add¡ess if the fiben can sdthstand traditional finishing methods. As

can be seen in figure 2 they did not pose any problem for surface fi¡ishing with the srnall ñbers that had

been tossed into the mixer. The issues of the afrea of changes in temperature, (especially freeze/ thaw

cycting) on the release process proved to be mt importarn. The adhesives stayed fluid in the fibers as seen

in figrue 3. They only solidified, to the low modulus fonrl after rclease. In field tests in w'hich these fiben
were throum in the large cement mixer druing mixing strowed that they will survive such mixing of the
ooncr€te slurry as seen in figure 4.

Investígafion; Results
Decks I and 2
Four continuous bridge deck stabs were fabricated in total. The ñrst two were poured on a cool (50deg. Ð
overcast day in ftober,1997. A local commercial cemeqt company was contracted to deli\€r an eigl¡t
bag-mix concrete mix (cement oontent of about ó40 lb./yd1, using type I normal c€ment with a w/c ratio of
0.38. The enti¡e con$ete pour, pipette placemen, ard finishing process ças done with help from a hi¡ed

laborer, the concrete mix deliverer, and fou¡ gradrute sn¡dents and took approximately 2-ll2 hours.

These 4'x20'x3" decks have tranwerse reinforcing ban al every 8' and four longitudinal ban below these.

All bars are 3/E" diameter and located at the deck section mid-heighr The decks are composite with 8xl0
steel beams, having 3/4' shea¡ sûrds every l8'. These beåms are simply supported at either end and at lheir
mid-spaq creating a two span deck composite with n*'o steel beams. One of theæ ¡ruo decls has adhesive
filted fiben placed at right angles along a line above the tranwerse reinforcing bars, some embedded just
below both the top surface of the deck and some expoæd on th top sr¡rface (see figures 5 and 6). Adhesive
filled fiben were also placed randomly in the crncrete matrix o¿er the ir¡terior $pport for additional testing
of shear c¡ack rpair. Additionally, a relatively small number of 2-112" long, 100 micron diameter super-
glue filled fibers were thrown iruo the concete during mixing to test their resistance to breakage during
t!"ical mixing conditions The other bridge deck has no fibers, and serves as a control (see figr¡¡e 7).

Reba¡ was left projecting out of the ends of the deck for later conosion testing; these reinforcing bars are
connected with metal wire to permit voltage readings to detea corrosion darelopment at the reinforcing
bars. Optical fibers çere cast in the deck above each transverse reba¡ to monitor cracking within the
seú'tion and on the top surface. Placing uncoated optical fibers inside the decks prcved to be very difficult
in terms of the logistics of pouring the deck. The fragile fibers were tlueâdd inside hollow pvc pipe which
werelocated inside the dech above the reba¡s as seen in figure 8. After the concrete was placed but before
final ñnishing the pipes head to be removed so that the ñbers would be in contact with the concrete. The
pipes lefr voids so that the concrete had to be vibrated again and then finished.

Assessment
2 % inch fibers put in the concrete during mixing rernained intact, confirming prwious laboratory findings
for mixing resistance of filled brittle tubes. Visr¡al assessment was the prinury means used for confirming
predicted behavior ofthe sealant filled tubes. These adhesive-filled fibers along the deck surface were
monitored for breakage beginning immediately afrer placement and ftiishing. The sealant VOC changed
color, first to blue and theri orange when released into contacl with the consete.

When the deck was being poured, adhesive-filled tubes were placed within the deck's volume at the center
portion of the twenty foot length" They were placed afler the deck had been quickly leveled, but before it
had been finished Added strerigth imparted by these tubes will be assessed when the decks a¡e tested in
bending at the center portion to test for shear cracking.

Anaylsis
trt is evident that û¡bes in the deck sr¡rface broke due to transverse shrinkage srain Results in the first two
decks afrer one month of monitoring strowed tha! repair tubes embedded just under the deck's top irdeed
ruptued due to surface shrinkage and created repair control joints as designed while repair nrbes placed in
the deck surface but not totally covered mostly broke after two months while those left totally uncovered
did not break Although these were more erposed to the erwironment and freezing and thawing weather
cycles rhen the fuüy embedded ones, the envimnmental forces did not cause breakage of the ñrlly exposed
tub€s. . As seen in figure 9, most of the fully embedded tr¡bes broke by lhe end of 35 days, the tr¡bes which
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were not totatly embedded broke within tbe ñrst ¡¡o months, the q'pical time dry shrinkage occurs in new

concrete and an additional ten percent broke later. The o¡her glass tubes ç'hich nere not co!€red account

for the aproximately nventy percent r*'hich did not break at all. These readings u'ere Þken usua$' on a

weekly basis although the embedded ones were read only at 35 da,rs. The conrol joints qeated by the fully
embdded tubes cor¡Id be seen because the rele¿sed seataflt penetrated up though the concrete and stained

it, see figure 10.

Druing theæ fi¡st several months the decks were subjected to the exlremes of freezing and tha*ing yet

tlose tuUes fully eryosed and not bonded or covered with concrete did not break. The conclusion is that

breakage was due to shrinkage tension from the concrete on the scored brittle tubes whidt çere bonded into

the con-crete ,not from freezgtbaw or weather darnage. The result was a transverse line of repaired

mirocracks, a conrol joint.

Fu¡ther testing
Futr¡re testing-and monitoring is in progress or is planned for additional information acquisition. Corrosion

monitoring iÀ currenUy underway, but no conclusive data has been obtained as of yet. The internal fiber

optic devices do not appear to be an adequate sensor, arid ETDR cable is to be used in future testing of deck

3 arlcl 4. Howet'er, me¿s,r¡rement of internal cracking wilt be auempted using fiber optics embedded.

Additionally, salt water will be ponded on the surface, and teaking óre to cracking will be assessed.

Finally, the-middle support of each s-vstem will be jacked upward, to load the deck to induce cracking' This

loading system actrully models difrerent behavior in the deck system. This point loading on a single span

(the en¡ire length of the deck) will cause cracking on lhe top of the deck at mid-span. This will test lhe

effectiveness of the adhesive-filled fibers cast udthin the mid-span of the deck

Mid-progress Evaluation
The results indicate the significant hrbe cracking was the result of dry shrinløge and that the self-repair

technique was an effective means of controlling the location of and repairing these sluinkage cracks. The

fou¡ constn¡clability questions were ansyered with this research. The mixing action will not prematuely
fracture the brinle fibers of 2-ll2" Iong. The fibers can withstand traditional finishing methods. And the

adhesives will søy fluid in the fibers. Finally, changes in temperatur€ do not affect the release Process.

Field Deck Samples 3 and 4
The second set of decks will be used to conñrm these findings from the first phase of this resea¡ch.

Additionatly, the afrect of sealant t'?e and tube placement along the deck will be investigated. The issue

of tran-werse tensile cracks due to bending along the tops of decks over deck support and at midpoints at

the bottom s¡rface of the deck.led to the use of sealant fitled n¡bes over the center line on the top surface as

well as placemem of ones on the bottom surface at the midpoints. Adhesive-filled tubes at the middle

support were again placed for repair of inte¡rul strear cracks. The set-time for the repair chemicals and the

flexibilitv or flex resisfance ofthese will be assessed These cracks need to be quickty seated in bridges,

even as traffic continues to pass over these cracks causing continues flexing or pumping. By looking at

difrerent adhesive types, this issue will be addressed in the second phase of testing.

These two additional bridge decks were fabric¿ted on a windy, sunny, 60deg. F April aftemoon in 1998.

Decks 3 and 4 were composite with Wl6x26 beams and lßd ll2" shea¡ snds placed every 12' (see figu¡e
I l). VOC and Rotile adhesive filld glåss tubes were embedded in the surface along the top and bonom of
the deck as shown in figures 12,L3,14. Also VOC filled glass tubes were embedded half way into the

deck's depth at the midsection of the deck, for repair of shear qacks testing as seen in figure 15.

Rebars for later corrosion testing were again lefr projeaing out of fhe ends of the deck. Optical fibes were
placed on the top of the deck only, urd ETDR cables were cast within the section for futu¡e measurement

of internal shear cracking see figure 16. It is also hoped that a portion of the ETDR which was plac€d

without its protective jacket, will allow meåsuremefit of water intrusion into the deck.

Assessment ard analysis
These newly poured decks are being monitored weekly by visual an¡lysis and utilizing internal ETDR
cable and for corrosion. It is anticipated that these decks will have simila¡ cracking of embedded tubes due
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to sluinkage of the concrete, again creåtirry a control jofuÉ. Results Arom ttre two decks çill be compared
with those ûom the ñrst ¡¡'o wedrs.
In this second set of decksi fi¡rther information is ho@ to be gaine¿ by looking at embedded fibers in borh
the top and bonom sr¡rfaces of the concrete declc. The difrerences in næather conditions. both at the time
of the pour atd ùring curing will also be considered. Using variors t¡pes of adhesive also allows a
comparison of difreren repair capabilitæ.

Conclusions
This ongoing research is shoning the implementation of a materiat self-repair s-ystem is a promising

1lution for prwenting alrd repairing sluinløge crack danrage in bridge decks. Specificalty, these adhesive-
filled repairtubes embedded in the concrete sr¡råce can create control joints in the deck to contnol the
location ofand repair cacks caused by dry shrinkage ofconcrete. Such dry shdnkage transverse cracks a¡e
a conmon problem in bridge decks. Although tbese craclcs a¡e not in themselves significantly det¡imeilal,
tlrc.v inroduce a uny for water a¡¡d other elements to en¡er tbe concrete declc, which can lead to more
ærious dec,k darnage related to lost rnaterial intÊgdty, corrosion of reinforcing. ard espocially damage of
the support structure bene¿th the deck.

This research has potential to repair cracks and praænt danuge in concrete bridge decls by using self-
repair systems. In addition to repair of shrinkage c¡ad<s in the deck surface, theæ repair adhesives will be
investigated to repair bending cracks in deck surfaces and interior bending and shear cracks. This in-situ
melns of controlling and repairing transverse shrinkage oacking utilizing briule tubes with sealants in the
concrete dech is efrective a means of repair in actrul field testing as predicted by laboratory testing.
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Figure l) Photo ofthe four fr¡ll scale bridge decks which were fabricared at ATREL Laborarory ofthe
University of Illinois

Figure 2) Photo of the finishing process which was not impeded by the fibers in the mixture
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Fþre 3) Photo showing the adhesives which stayed fluid in the tubes

Figure 4) Photo showing the 2 Vz" long fibers in the concrete , all of which survived the mixing.
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Fþre 5) A drawing ofthe deck containing adhesive filled tubes

Figure6) A photo of the tubes embedded at the top surface ofthe deck.
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Figure 7) A drawing ofthe deck without adhesive filled tubes

Figure 8) Photo showing the pVC pipe through which opticar fibers were threaded
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Figure 9) Chart of the percentage of tubes which released sealant over time

Figure I 0) Photo of the cortrol joint line created by the release of sealart from embedded tubes
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Figure I l) A drawing of the interior structure of decks I and 2
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Figure 12) Drawing ofthe top surface of decks 3 and 4



Fþre l3) Drawing of the bonom surface of decks 3 and 4

Figure l4) A photo of sealant filled tubes placed in the bonom of the form to be embedded in the bonom

surface ofdecks 3 and 4



Figure l-5) A photo of VOC filled tubes ready to be pushed onto the intenor of decks 3 and 4 to repair strear

cracks

Fþre ló) A phco showing ETDR cables which were looped four times through e¿ch deck and read as one

long continuous cable.



IIL) Testing of Full Scde Bridge Decks For Repair of Shear Crecking
IDH hodact; Conc@ and Innøvabn

This resea¡ch focuses on the re,pairing of stn¡ctural load-induced cracks in the four fr¡ll-scale bridge decls
and some stucfiral beams. Capsules containing stronger, high modulus adhesives were placed below the
surface in areas of tension caused by bending; for example the top of the section wer supports. Strucn¡¡al
cracks which were inó¡ced by loading were s¡rccessfi¡lly repaired as eriidenced by higher srength tlran a
tested çontrol deck withor¡t adhesives and by the creation of new cracks in some places where the old
repaird cracks had not rcopened.
The same four decks that sl¡owed the repair system's effectiveness in dry stuinkage crack repair, were
loaded in bending to study the repair effectiveness on stnùctual cracking.

The bridge decks were loaded 3 times a¡d the beams were loaded 2 times, allowing time in benueen tests
for the rçair adhesives to set. From these test results, the srørgth eain and/or behavioral changes were
able to be assessed.

Methodology - Loading
A simple method ças devised to induce structural cracking in the decks. The geel l-b€ams, which u'ere
composite with the deck, were sawed through at mid-Epan to eliminate the additional srength offered by
this composite syfem. However, the top flange was still embedded in the deck, and would therefore offer
significant additional tensile reinforcing at the bonom of the slab, if load *'as applied at the top of the deck.
The load rvas applied upward at the mid-span of the deck with a pneurnatic jack. (See ñgure I )

This jack replaced the initial middte support In most cases, tle erids of the deck were tied down to pret€nt
uplift. As seen in figure I an 18" long steel, T-stìaped steel member was placed transrersely at the deck
mid-spar¡ with its flange agains the deck bottom and its wide web balance on the l" diameter jack head
The jack supplied an upward load that was me¿sured by the force in the cylindrical base. A 1000 psi
pfessr¡fe convefts to 0.785 kips at the deck mid-span

Methodology - Monitoring
These applied loads were recorded in sequence, as we¡e the resultant upward deflections of the mid-span of
the deck. Deck cracking was also monitored visrully and measured with a crack caliper. ETDR cables
embedded in decks 3 and 4 were used to internally monitor cracking.

Based on the deck dimensions and materials,lhe following behavior was approximately expected: Initially
the deck is only subjected gavity causing bending with tension in the bottom of the deck. The rpward
jacking force is then applied Once a jacking force of approximately 0.80 kips (1000 psi) is reache{ the
deck is in equilibrium (no bending). fuiy force beyond this, put the deck into the opposite bending causing
tension at the top of the deck. As the concrete can withstand a certain amount of tensile forces before
cracking, it is aszumed ttnt atjacking force of approúmately 1.45 kips (1E00 psi) uould cause cracking in
the top of the deck.

These calcr¡lations were based on the assumption of a uniform 3" thick by 4' wide deck of lS@concrete.
However, these seem to sverrstimte the actual strengths which follow þy 20-50% for the ctacking
strengths and nearly Oo/o - 4Ùo/ofor their equilibriums). The equipment used for acquiring loads and
deflections allow for as much as l0olo error in measuremørt precision Crack width has similar limitations.
The most precise data will be acquired througlr the ETDR syste$ it \rill be conelated with the other
results.

Inveligatíon; Results
Testing Results
All four decks were tested three times each in bending. The data is sumrnarized in the table at the end of
this paper.
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First Break: Deck #3 andll4 June25 1998
On Jr¡ne 25ü the second set ofbridge decks (deck #3 and #4) nas broken ThE had been poured on April
l0ù and were therefore approximately 2-lt2 months old. The day of the brealq- it *rr rr.rj humid and ñot
(about 95þ. The data for this first break of decks #3 and #{ is included in a summary table for atl bridge
deck break data.

Deck #3
Deck #3 has several hunùd TRIPP-filled capsules embedded randomly through a two foot wide section at
mid-span of the deck's length. It also bas a transverse row of longitudinally alig¡rd capsules r¡drh VOC.
just beneath the torp surface of the decks. These are within the tensile zone during toad-irduced hnding.

The ends of Deck #3 were tied to the ground with a continuous chain before applyrng the jacking force, and
an ETDR ¡sading was taken. The mid-span of the deck was then forced upward. Afrer jacking the mid-
span ìÐ l" to a preszure of l0O0 (0.785 kips), the deck was held in position for 4 minutes while a second
set of ETDR daa was taken.

The mid-Tan was then jacked fi¡rther, to 1500 psi (1.178 kips), at whictr point the deck yielded or cracked
so tbat it would no longer take additional loading. The er¡bedded repair adhesive cor¡ld be seen out
through the continuous mnsverse crack at mid+pan on the top of the deck. Circles of it came to the
su¡face at leåst €very t/2". The deck was held there for another 4-5 minutes, while a thi¡d set of ETDR data
was taken.

Îhe deck was lhen gradually released down to I100 psi (0.864 kips) and a foufh ETDR reading was taken.
More glue rele¿sed, forming prddles of an average diameter of Vì', andd¡ied within .1 minutes. Finally the
deck ç'as released of any loading and a final set of ETDR was taken

Deck #4
While deck #3 contained VOC glue at its surface and through its section, deck #4lud Tripp on its sr¡rface
and nothing through is section Deck #4 was tested following the same procedure used in deck #3. Añer
jacking the mid-span rp l" deflection to a pres$¡re of 1000 psi (0.735 kips), ETDR data uas raken.

The mid-span was again jacked until a transverse crack (like thal seen in deck #3) appearcd at 1500 psi
( L I 78 kips). However, only one half of the Eanwerse crack a¡rd another 6" of length on the other end,
actually opened enough to visually rweal adhesive released. After taking a second set of ETDR daa, the
deck was again released to I100 psi (0.864 kips). The third ETDR reading for this deck was raken. Still,
only a slight amount of the glue was visible. The deck was then completely untoaded. Then circles of the
repair adhesive began to appea¡ on the surface, coming rry from within the deck. However, there was not
as much adhesive as in deck #3; the released puddles were about /a" di¡¡¡s1s¡ and continuous.

First Breåk: Decks I and 2 - September 18, l99E
The first set of decks (decks #l and #2) was broken at a later date, following the same method used on
decks #3 and #4. Deck #l had VOC embedded at its $rrface, and cyanoacrylate repair capsules through its
section. It broke at approximately 1250 psi (0.982 kips), at a deflection of 5/E". Deck #2 was the control
dech and contained no repair adhesives. It broke at approximateþ 1200 psi (0.9a2 kips), at a deflection of
l/2". This data for decks #l and#2 is inctuded in a sumrnary t¿rble for all bridge deck break data.

Second Break Decks l, 2,3 and4 - October 29,1998
All fourbridge decks were loaded again on October 29, 1998. This would test horv much efrect the repair
adhesives and sealants had on the decks for repairing load-induced craclcs. Two of these decks had been
poured over one yeår ago; the other two were over 6 months old All fou¡ decks had been loaded to failure
prwiously: decls I and 2 on September lSth, 1998 (2 months prwiously), and declcs 3 and 4 on June 25ü
(4 months previously). One concern with these repair chemicals in the field was their longevity, however
even after as long as one year, there was still liquid adhesive released during this second loading.
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Deck #l
D;"k ¡i origturally broke at 1250 psi (0.982 kips). The crack froq the fi¡s loading remained closed under

tlii ,".ooo ioa¿ing ¡nril g00 p*i io.zriz upsl. 
'At 

rl¡ar time. only the easern 2/3 of the orighal tra¡Lsa€rse

ãL t*p"rø toõ.ooz inchec and glue was rcleased. However, the western l/3 of the original crack

wbere adhesive la¿ Ueen refease¿ Aftng the ñrst tesr, rernained close!. A stiglrt incre¿se to l0O0 psi

(0.?g5 kips) widened the easern 2/3 of úe o¡ginal cracf to 0.010 incheg while a secondary parallel crack

ìO.OoZ incn}t opened ? inches offser form tnJV¡ of the original crack that rernained repaired'

This correlares with results from earlier loading. At that time, glue was seen as it released in the western

l/3 of the trarisverse 
"rdrì.iA-rpttt- 

TUs frue repaired neãrig44 crack in this regiou allorring it to

gain strength beyond the rest of the concrete matrix. Urder a secon¿ loading this repaired portion did not

f€open. In fact it remained cloeed as the faih¡re uas aarulþ diverted to a prwiously intact portion of the

deck.

In the reorpened cracþ visibly more repair adhesive was released. The new offset cracks strowed sligltt

signs of adhesive release'

Deck #2
Deck #2 was the contot, and therefore had no ftngth gair¡ as anticipated. After failure from the fi¡st

io"¿iog additional foa¿í"ã"'as unable to be held. wtt"teas deck #t was able to reach 1000 psi (0'785

kips¡ Ëfore cracks reopened or new ones were formed, qacks in deck #2 reopened as soon as the dead

load of the deck was *.r*trl. by mid'span upward loading. By a loading of 800 psi (0'628 kips) the

crack widths were about 0.010 inches.

Deck #3

This deck, with VOC at the s¡rface and Trip through the section, did not appeaf to repair as well as Deck

#l; no portion of the cack remained closedór was diverted under secondary loading. The original

trans'yerse crack did not rcopen until a load of 1000 psi (0.785 kips), at which time it nas measured at 0'010

inches. The crack continued to widen under loading.

No apparent crack repair occurred in this deck. The reopened crack did again release VOC under this

."cooå loading as it had under its first loading as s€en in figu¡e 2. There,fore, it seems that the VOC

releases as necessary, but does not supply desired strength gain properties.

DeÆk #4
Deck #4, which h¡rl Tripp repair adhesive embedded just below its surface and nothing through its sectiorl

showed more successn t lg6 of structr¡¡al crack repair than deck #3. The original crack remained closed

urderthissecondloadingrmtilaloadof 1100psi(0.8ó¿tkips). Atthistime,theoutside 16" of the

mnsvers€ crack reopened to a width of 0.004 inches; a new 0.007 inch crack opened 6" offset from the

original crack in tne miO¿le 28" of the trarwerse crack. A slight load increase to 1200 psi (0.942 kips)

cause¿ the original crack to then reopen in this middle section, to 0.004 inches, while the new crack

widened to 0.007 inches. At this loa{ the outside edges of the original crack were opened to

approximately 0.010 I inches.

Thi¡d Break: Decks l, 2, 3 and 4 - November 20, 1998

Just th¡ee weeks later, all four bridge decks were loaded for a third time, to test the effectiveness of the

repair adhesives in repetitively r€eairing load-i¡tduced c¡acks.

Decf#l
Declc #l held its strerigtlr, much like the prwious re-loading. At the east en{ the primary crack reopened

and released glue. Onthe west etr{ the primary crack reopene4 but the secondary crack remained closed

through most of the loading This seems to indicated thA the secondary crack (approximately 7" offsa
ftom the primary crack) was repaired by the cyanoacrylate embedded in a 2 foot section of the bridge

deck.
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There was a decrease in the werall load capacity from the fifst and seænd loadings (1250 psi or 0.982

kips) to ll0o psi (0.8ól kips).

Deck #2
Under this tbird testing, rhe control deck behâved the same way it had under the second loading. This is as

expected.

Dec& #3
Bridge deck #3 released a modest amount of new adhesive (dots Ul6"in diameter). This was concentrated

in the western lt" of the Eansverse width. There was a decrease in the overall load capaciç from the firs
and second loadings (1500 psi or 1.178 kips) to 1200 psi (0.785 kips).

Deck #4
Deck #4 released adhesive all along its tranwerse length in this third loading. The primary crack in the
middle of the transverse length opened first. The rest of the pri¡nary crack and the entire secondary crack
re-opened under additionat loading. Iarger anounts of adhesive (Ilt'-ln" diameter dots) appeared along
the primary tranwerse crach ç{th most of it outside the middle third of the crack's length.

There was a slight dec¡ease in the load capacity from the frst loading (1500 psi or 1.178 kips) aø second
loadings (1E00 psi or 1.414 kips) to 1700 psi (1.335 kips).

IDEA Proùtd: TechnÍcal hogess Made Durhgthe Invelþøtìon
Assessment of Results and Conclusions
l. Crack Diversion
The most zuccessñ¡l evidence of the structural crack repair capabilities of this system a¡e the diverted
cracks in the second loadings of decks #l ard #4. I¡r both cases, original cracks ûom the first loarling rì'ere
repaired; secondary ctacks opend at least in portions, dnring the second loadings before the prinrary
cracks did reopen.

In both cases, the seconda¡y cracks were offset 7" from the original c¡acks. Based on calculations: the
tensile forces at the centerline of the dec,k centerline are about 125% of those just 7" from the when
cracking is expected in the declc This calcr¡tation uås done assuming that cracks occur at approximately
350 psi tension in the concrete. When the centerline is under 350 psi, only 280 psi is acting just 7" over.
However, no oacking occurred at the cent€rline then By the time 7' offset region reaches 350 psi, the
centerline is at 437 psi. Although these calcr¡l¿ions overestimate the actual values at which the concrete
cracks opened, the proportions between the forces at the c€nterline and 7" ofrset are still viable.

Therefore, the repaired cracks must bave been stengthened to nearly 125% oftheir original concrete
strength, in order to remain cloeed and cause the crack to be diverted.

Since decks #l ard #4 conained different repair adhesives, both of their repair systems must be oonsidered.
Deck #l had VOC at its surface and cyanoacrylate through its section. As the VOC of deck #3 did not
câuse any cracks to be diverted, the crack diversion in deck #l can be anributed to the cyanoacrylate
throughout the sectioa Deck #4 had only Tripp on its surface, no other embedded adhesives, which can be
credited with diverting a portion of its structr¡ral crack urder second loading. In the third loadings of these
decks, no new cracks were formed; however the secondary cracls showed signs of rçair as they reopened
afrer the primary cracks re-opened r¡nder this third loading

Where secondary cracls did not fomL the original cracls re-opened to a width equal to the sum of the
pritnary and secondary cracks in the repaired regrons.

2. Shength Gain
Compared to the second and lhird loadings of the control declq #2, which contained no repair adhesives,
decks #1, #3, and #4 all strowed signs of bending súength re-gain in their later tests. Oech +t reached its
initial load capacity (1250 psi sr 0.942 kips) during the second loading. However, during its third loading
it reached only 88% oftba capacity (l l0O psi or 0.E64 kips).
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Deck #3' which had rio siss of $nfiural crack rçairthrougtr crack diversion, did seem to regin all if irsinitial bending strenglh 9*iog its second loading (isoo ps õt t.lze up.l. tr reached 80olo of irs inirial
strengih during its third lmding (1200 psi or o.g+Zk¡ps). Dect +¿ exóøe¿ irs initiat uencing strene¡h
llTP ryi ø 1. l?ttips) in both the second and third ioading by 2oo/oand 13% respectinery ai rroo psr
(1.414 kips) an¿ 1700 psi (1.335 kips).
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Failure

ck width = 0.007'
Deck# I lstloa¿ 2ndLoadf%change

Theæ strength gains migh be attibuted to sealing the cracks and increasing the concÌete,s tensite capacitysignificantþ, or more likely. improving the bond bet*een tt 
" 

conoJe and rhe enbedded ieinforcing neet.The means utitized to me¿srne these rcãa caacities rte in"ro.r, *ith lv/onnrflinof error possible.However' it is etident' especially between the.decks #l *i *ã]*ni.rt were poured at the same time and

ät#äTf.n:-ffiï:the 
repair adhesives in a.* *r' ¡r"i;*"s,I" werehigher in rater-testing *,hen

The presence of glass tubes çithin the concrete does not s€em to adversely afrect rhe strengrh of the deck.As evidence' declG #l and#2 failed urder virtrully the same úfi"""g their first loading. Another notereguding the cracking in tbe deck is the additive prp"rnã. ,,"1"* tì cracts occu¡. As the rwo cracks,widths add up to the total width of the crack where oi,ty onr.ra;k;ä¡* in the same deck. This is the

äf."* 
tl¡at these crack widths are not arbitary, uur riæ re¡ection oismcnml loads (urd failure) of the

] R:-rylf.". of repair adhesives in second and thi¡d loadings
In all of the decks containing rçair adhesives, subsequent i*¿tog, reveåted additional adhesive release allalong the reopened crack. Th& adhesivæ survive¿ ror *.i r -"ät r"m conditions ranging frombelow freezing to over l00iF' The adhesivesin alt ttrc€ ¿ecrcs rerease¿ during loading under 

'ariedtemperatures up to three separate times. Decks +¡ ru *¿ *.ìãffiärarry *îrrrrt iin i.]ieie"..e gue.

There a¡e two possibilities. The fir$ is rbat as the tutes c¡acls, it releases enough of its adhesive to seåt thecfach atrd then reseals *. ,,ú., protecting the ærnai¡der of thó 
""*ì*".d adhesive. If this is true than thenumber of times each tube can rèpair cracis c¡n be assume¿ as ¡ouì,"s,

Number of rimes ro Repair = 
rotal volÏe 

:13* *:
Total Voluræ of Repaired Crack

The second possible explanation is that only some of the h¡bes break during eactr loading leavingadditional unbroken tubes for l"t t á"ir.í"ir. ¡" ãry case tr," ã-"r.. *rry. {le ro be repaired murtipretimes with this system by excess adhesive ar¡ailable in alt sorts of field conditions.

4. Sizæ of Stnrcû¡ral Cracks
The size ofcracks (lenglh and depth) is a critical factor for the vorume ofadhesive necessary for repair tobe effective; but the force, time -¿ t¿" orcract t ln nine ir'J*-irnp"tt rt The distance from therepair adhesive sor¡rce is also inportant since ne a¿tràive ñ.ug ,oon i*r the encapsfator to rbe crack.These structural surface T.kt, ù¡g¡ *9t"up ro 0.0jq i".Ñ*d",;;re able ro ue sealø an¿ repaired byadhesive' only a small volume of adhesive iús needed to fill the.ár*- rurtt *rror", this s¡nall disrance

ilätr#SrffË bridged bv the adhesive in its liquid state witr""r .x*çu" roesirrãrãs. rr"oush

Regarding the location of rhe embedded fiùe in llajon ro thq crach declcs #1, #3, and #4 shoutd again benoted' The cyanoacrylate embedded in #l deck rytiq ilfur to;õ; sûucuüal cracks, whichobviously begin to open and a¡e widest at rtriiop, bur do continu"áoil-into tr,, s"ction. riowJver, rr¡pp



at the surface of deck lf4 was efrective in srr¡cn¡rat cracÅ repair, but it ças not efrective when embedded
throÌgb the section of deck #3. Tripp is not as strong as c_vanoacr]'laæ. Tripp nzs cffective çùen
opumally placed for repairing these suuctüal bending cracks where rhe.. opeo first and widesl at the
deck's ænsisr sr¡rface. Qanoacrylate was sEong enough and fluid enough to penneate and repair these
c¡ac.ks from within the deck section, while Trip'p was either not strong enough ôrtoo viscous tó permeare
upward in to re,pair tbese cr¿cks.

The efectiveness of the crack repair system for a partiorlar crack is a fr¡¡rction of crack volume borh depth
and length (Vc), location of repair adhesive source (distance from mouth of crack)@c), viscosiq' of the
rçair adbesive compared to water a¡d thcrefore ease of flow(p), volume of embedded repair adhesive
remaining (Vr), and the d¡rnamics of crack opening (F) inclu¡ling !?ouum force, time, and size or r¡'idth of
crac,k orpened

Effectiveness of ûlling
a particular crack
with adbesive Vc*Dc*p*F

The size of the crack seems to dictate the amoun of adhesive ¡ele¿sed-in another way. Adhæives appeared
fi¡st in the largest 6acks. These largest cracls tended to have opened fi¡st also. Thérefore, the largèi
cracks had more size, tine and r¡acuum force to pull adhesive infor repair.

(vr)
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CONCRETE DECK

CHAIN BOLTED TO END OF
I.BEAM DECK COMPOSITE

Figue I ) d¡awing of experimenal testing test set-up to test concrete decks in bending

Figure 2) photo ofrele¿se ofadhesive into craclc on second testing for release ofadhesive when subjected
to upuardbending deck #3 with VOC embedded
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IÐ Test¡ng of Large-Scåle Beem Samples in Bending

IDEA Concept and InnovatÍon; Impact of the Invctigation
Methodolory
A set of ten beåDs was loaded in bending on full-scale test 4pa¡atus

Ten 6-x6"x6'-0" concrete bea$s were tested as another means of determining the snrcnrat crack repair
c4abilities of this sysem of embedded repair adhesives. Two #2 smooth reinforcing ba¡s uere embedded
in the bottom half of these member section EmÉy gtass n¡bes were also embedded in the bonom tulf of
most of these mernbers. The ends of these tubes were open to allow filling with crack repair adhesire
either before or after loading. The on site casing of these beams can be seen in figure L

Each beam was placed in th¡ee point bending over a 5 foot span. Each member was loaded in bending until
its structural crack passed nearly through its s€ction- fuiy inuoduced repair adhesives were then allowed to
set ups and lhe beans were tested aeaiû under thrce point bending for comparison.

Tesing Results
The following table s¡¡mrurizes the repair adhesive content, testin& and behavior of these t0 beams.
Gnpbs ofrer additional means for oomparison of their behaviors.

1ú Test 2"d Test
Bc¡m#l: Conrrol Ill10/9E tv24t98

No glass, no adhesive Beam #2:
control I l/10/98 lll24l98 No gtass, no adhesire

Beam #3: Tripp - Filled lll9/98 I l/10/9t lll21l98
sreamed oú I'r test

Beam ff4: Cyanoacrylate- 10/19/98 09122198 I l/10/98
only in 2 of 3 tubes,

Beam#S: Control ll/10/98 tlt24l9ï
Glass nrbes, no adhesive

Beam #6: Elmers glue - 1011919809/08/9E ttfl}tgï only
in 2 of 3 tubes, hardto fill

Beam #7: VOC - Filled 10/19/98 Où2AÙS I l/10/9E in 3
glass tubes

Bean #E: VOC - Filled I l/09/98 I l/10/98 ltt}4tgt in 3
glass tubes

Beam#9: Control 09/08/98 ll/10/98
Glass tubes, no adhesive

Beam #10: Tripp - filled t l/09/98 ll/10/98 ttt24t9E in 5
glass tubes

Beam #l
Beam #1 was a contol ard bebaved as expected.
There was no sFength gain or crack repair
between first and second loadings.

During the first loading the be¿m sustained
loads to 8000 lbs (8 kips), before experiencing a
capacity loss. This sudden drop+tr coincides
with the point where the steel yielded or the
bond between the concrete and steel failed
Under continued loading, the beam actually
reached a nnximum of 9000 lbs; but it was
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r¡nable to hold this load as its already large
deflection continued to increase.

The second loading showed no initial súenglh.

Only under sigriñcant, and growing de.flections
u¿s it able to reachjtts over E kips.

Beam #7
Beam #7 showed the most sigtiñcant signs of
st¡engfh re-galn between its first and second

loadings of any of the beåms.

During the first lmding; the be¿m srstained
loads to nearly 9000 lbs (9 kips), before

experiurcing a capacity loss. Under second

loading the be¿m actually reached a rnaximum
of 9000 lbs agaul and çith liüle more deûection
rhan in the firs test. The steep slope of the
grapt¡ nearly parallel with the firs loading
indicate a study rise in capacity with little
deflection. However, once the load reached just
over 9000lbs, the beam was unable to hold this
load as its deflection increased indefinitely at this
load.

Beam #10
Beam #lalso showed sigrs of srength r€garq
especiatly in behavior under second loading.
During the fi¡st loading lhe beam sustained
loads to nearly 9000 lbs (9 kips), before
experiencing a c4acity loss. Under continued
loading it did again reach over 10,(nO lbs (10
kips) in capacity, but only under indefinite
ddlectiors.

In the second loading the beam aarulty reached
nearty 14000 lbs (14 kips) agaut, where it then

experienced some capacity loss like that seen in
the fir$ loading of all of the beams. This
indicaes a possible loss in lhe bond between the
steel and concrete again This indicates tltat this
bond would bave been repaired between tests,

since it trad abe¿dy been failed under the first
loading The slope of the graph was also
shallower howsver, and at 13,000 lbs. (13 kips)
large ddlections increased indefinitely.

Assessment of Results
Most of these beams did not strow signiñcant sigrrs of smraural cack repair or stengfh gain for one
primary reason. The first loadings allowed the bea¡r¡s to fail, then continue to deflect under suSained load,

creating large structurat cracks. Some of thæe cracks reached l/3" in widtlr- None of the repair adhesives

were capable of bridging sudr distance, as most adhæive would leak out $rch cracks before drying or
setting.
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since it had already been failed under the first
loading. The slope of the graph was also
shallower however, and at 13,000 lbs. (13 kips)
large deflections increased indefinitely.

Conclusions
Most of these beams did not show significant signs of structural crack repair or srength gain for one

primary reason. The hrst loadings allowed the beams to fail, then continue to deflect under sustained load,

creating large structural cracks. Some of these cracks reached l/3" in width. None of the repair adhesives

were capable ofbridging such distance, as most adhesive would leak out such cracks before drying or
setting. The initial cracking up to failure were smaller. These may have been repairable. But once the

sudden structural failure occurs, the beam continues to deflect and cracks grow under the sustained loading,
creating unrepairable cracks.

However it is interesting to note that a few of the beams did show some signs of strength regain. Under its
second loading beam #7, which contained VOC, showed a steeper initial slope than the most of the other

beams, indicating that it not deflecting as much under increased loadings b. As these structural cracks
were too large to be repaired, the repair adhesive must have been aiding in the bond between the
concrete and the embedded reinforcing steel (rebar).

Beam #10, which contained Tripp, the second loading actually reached a higher capacity, and showed a

peak with a drop off. This also indicates a possible improvement, and then eventual failure, in the concrete
and reinforcing steel bond.

Figurel) Photo of the beams being cast on site

2.1..6 Conclusions

The concept is to repair bridges and pavements while in service by the internal time release of repair
chemicals. Four specific applications for this concept were investigated in this laboratory and field based

research. In frames in the laboratory, it was shown that cracks repaired will cause other areas to crack when

stressed thus driving the cracking around the structure, utilizing much of the material strength but
preventing catastrophic failure in any one location. In four full-scale bridge decks, the chemical releasing
tubes were put near the surface to function as creators ofautomatically fillable controljoints. Surface
shrinkage cracking acted to pull the brittle tubes apart and the sealant/adhesive flowed to flrll the cracks.
Thirdly the adhesive filled brittle tubes were placed in the body of the decks to break due to shear cracking
and repair these cracks. This type ofrelease not only strengthened the decks in most cases but also drove
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the expression of strain to new locations for crack formation. Large beams containing adhesive filled tubes

were also tested to failure in the lab. These results were rather inconclusive but suggest that some added

strength after the adhesive is released may be due to re-bonding of the rebars.

Some of the other accomplishments were to answer questions affirmatively about efficacy of release,

survival of filled tubes in the cement mixer, maintenance of a liquid phase of the adhesive, ease of finishing
the cement, and demonstration of the concept in three different locations.

2.1.7 Investigator Profile

Work by the Principal Investigator, Dr. Carolyn Dry, on Self Healing Materials

l)Honors, Awards for research on self healing materials

University Fellow, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Metals and Ceramics Division,

Summer 1987

Faculty Achievement Award, College of Fine and Applied A¡ts, UIUC, 1991

P/A Award for Architectural Research, P ro gre ssiv e Archite cture, 1995

Research work on time release of chemicals filmed by PBS' 1994;

2)Invited Lectures and Invited Conference Presentations on self healing

Seminar Leader, "Research on Timed Release of Chemicals into Cement," National Science

Foundation, National Advanced Cement Based Materials Center, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois, 1993

Taught short session on "Timed-Release Smart Materials," University of Strathclyde, Glasgow,

Scotland, 1994

Lecturer on Research, "Timed-Release of Adhesives for Cement Repair," W. R. Grace, Co.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1994

Lecrurer on Research, "Repair of Polymers by Internal Time Release of Adhesives," B. F.

Goodrich Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 1994

Keynote Speaker, "Sma¡t Materials," Region 8 Concrete Pavement Conference, North Dakota

Department of Transportation, Bismark, North Dakota, 1995

Invited speaker, Fiberoptics Workshop, Newark, NJ' May 1998

Invited speaker, workshop on High Performance Concrete, Mongolia, July, 1998

Invited participant, Gordon Conference on Biomineralization, New England College, August,

1998

. 3)Grants Received on self healing

Principal Investigator, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Core Research,

Economic Development & Product Center, "Encapsulation of Material Properties in

Structural Matrices Using Afrons (biliquid foams)," 1985-8ó'

Co-Principal Investigator with R. Donahey, "Internal Release in Concrete of Sealant Materials

from Fibers," University of Illinois Research Board, 1989-90'

Co-Principal Investigator with V. Li, "Passive Smart Cementitious Composite for Dynamic
Congol Structures: Internal Timed Release of Chemicals for Self-Repair of Crack Damage,"

submitted to National Science Foundatior¡/Strategic Highway Research Program in response

to Program Initiative on Structural Control Research and done as subcontract to U. of M,
1992-96,

Principal Investigator, "Liquid Core Fibers for Crack Detection in Polymer and Concrete

Matrices," National Science Foundation, 1995-96'
Principal Investigator, "In-Service Repair of Highway Bridges and Pavements by Time Release

of Repair Chemicals," Transportation Research Board, National Academy of Science, 199ó-

97,
Principal Investigator, "A Cementitious Material which Forms a Densified, Strong, Protective
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Surface National Science Foundation 1998,
Principal Investigator, "Rebonding ofPrestressed Tendons in Concrete by Internally Released

Adhesives," National Science Foundation, submitted, 1999

. 4)Chapters in Books on self healing

"Timed Release of Chemicals into Hardened Matrices Cementitious for Crack Repair,
Rebonding Fibers, and Increasing Flexural Toughening," Fracture Mechanics,2$þ!ry,,

' ASTM STP I 220, F. Erdrogan, editor, pp. 268-282, American Society for Testing and

Materials, Philadelphia, PA, 1995

"Monitoring and Repair by Release of Chemicals in Response to Damage," Intellisent Civil
Ensineerins Materials & Structure, an ASCE special publication, 1997 (in press)

"Liquid Core Optical Fibers for Crack Detection and Repairs in Concrete Mat¡ices," Special
Technicaì Publication of Workshop on Fiber Optics, Newark, NJ (in press)

5)Articles in Journals on selfhealing

"Passive Tuneable Fibers and Matrices," International Journal of Modern Phvsics B, Vol.6,
Nos. l5 & ló, pp. 2763-2771, World Scientific Publishing Co., Rivers Edge, New Jersey,

1992
"Passive Smart Materials for Sensing and Actuation," Journal of Intelliqent Material Svstems

andStructures,Vol.4,no.3,pp.4l5-4l8'Blacksburg,Virginia,Julyl993
"Matrix Cracking Repair and Filling Using Active and Passive Modes for Smart Timed Release

of Chemicals From Fibers Into Mat¡ices," Journal of Smart Materials and Structure, Vol. 3,

no. 2, pp. I 18-123, June 1994
"Smart Concrete," Prosressive Architecture, July 1995, pp.92,93
"Three Part Methylmethacrylate Adhesion System as an Internal Delivery System for Smart

Responsive Concretes," Smart Materials and Structures, 1996, pp.297-300
"Smart Fibers that Sense and Repair Damage in Concrete Materials," Materials Technoloev,

Vol. I l, no. 2, March/April 1996, pp.52-54
"Procedures Developed for Self-Repair of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials,"

Composite Structures, 35, Paisley, UK, 1996, pp.263-269
.'BuildingMaterialsThatSelf-Repair,''@,Vol.40'Melbourne,

Australia, June 1997, pp. 4548
"A Novel Method to Detect Crack Location and Volume in Opaque and Semi-Opaque Brittle

Materials," Journal of Smart Material and Structures, Vol. 6, 1997, pp.35-39
"Crack Healing in Epoxy Matrix Composite Materials by the lnternal Time Release of

Adhesives," Polymers (resubmittal)
"A Time Release Technique for Corrosion Prevention," Journal of Cement and Concrete, with

Melinda Corsaw ,1998
"Two Self-Forming and Self-Repairing Polymer Cementitious Composites," Journal of

Intelliqent Materials Svstems and Structures (resubmittal)
"A Comparison Between Adhesive and Steel Reinforced Concrete in Bending," Journal of

Cement and Concrete (in review)
"Detection of Crack Location and Volume in Brittle Opaque Matrix Composites (Using Liquid

Released Internally from Hollow Optical Fibers)," Experimental Techniques (resubmittal)
"Self-Repair of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials," Materials Technolosv, Summer 1998

"Design of Inexpensive Self-growing, Self-repairing Building Construction Materials Which
Perhaps Improve the Environment," special issue of the Electronic Green Journal
(submitted)

6)8ulletins, Reports, or Conference Proceedings on self healing

K¡oner, V/., B. Givoni, and C. M. Dry, "Changeable Properties of the Building Envelope--
Adaptability to Changing Performance Requirements." Proceedines of the 3rd International
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Conqress on Buildine Enerqy Manaeement, Vol. IV, Lucerne, Switzerland, September 28-

October 2,1987, pp. 101-108

Dry, C. M., B. Givoni, and W. Kroner, "Encapsulation Technology and Building Materials:

Enhancing of Adaption to Environmental Change in Aiding the Process of Building."

Proceedines of the 3rd Intemational Conqress on Buildine Energv Manaeement, Vol' IV,
Lucerne, Switzerland, September 28-October 2, 1987 ' pp' ll1-122

Dry, C. M., "Building Materials, Which Evolve and Adapt Over Time--Use of Encapsulation

Technology and Delayed Reactions." University of Illinois, Proceedines of the lst
International A¡chitectural Research Centers Consortium Conference/ARCC '88, Urbana-

- Champaign, Illinois, November l3-15, 1988, pp. 6-11

Dry, C. M., "Building Materials Which Evolve and Adapt Over Time; Use of Encapsulation

Technology and Delayed Reactions." Proceedinss ofthe Conference ofInternational

Council for Buildins Research. Studies and Documentation (CIB)' Paris' France,

June l9-23, 1989, pp. 391-399
Dry, C. M., "Alteration of Matrix Permeability, Pore and Crack Structure by the Time Release of

Internal Chemicals." Proceedines ACS/NIST Conference on Advances in Cementitious

Materials, edited by S. Mindess, American Ceramic Society, Inc., co-sponsored by National

Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland. Meeting held July 22-26'

I 990, Elsevier Publisher, pp' 729-1 68

Dry, C. M., "Passive Tuneable Fibers and Matrices." Proceedinss of the International

Conference on Electrorheolòeical Fluids, edited by R. Tao, Southern Illinois University,

October l4-15, 1991, Carbondale, Illinois, World Scientific Publishing, Singapore,

pp.494-498
Dry, C. M., "Smart Materials for Sensing and/or Remedial Action to Reduce Damage to

Materials." Proceedines of ADPA/AIAA"/ASME/SPIE Conference on Active Materials and

Adaptive Strucrures, edited by Gareth Knowles, November 4-8, Alexandria, Virginia, 1991,

Institute of Physics, Publishing, London, Great Britian' pp. 191-194

Dry, C. M., "Passive Smart Materials for Sensing and Actuation." Proceedinqs: Conference on

Recent Advances in Adaptive and Sensorv Materials and Their Applications, edited by C. A.

Rogers and R. C. Rogers, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg,

Virginia, Aprll 27 -29 , 1992, Technomic Publishers, Lancaster, England, pp. 201 -223

Dry, C. M., "Smart Building Materials Which Prevent Damage or Repair Themselves." Material
- 

Research Societv Symrrosium Proceedinqs on Smart Materiaìs Fabrication & Materials for
Micro-Electrical-Mechanical Systems,Yo1.276, editors A. P. Jardine, et al., San Francisco,

California, April 28-30, 1992, Materials Research Society Publishers, Pittsburg'

Pennsylvania, pp. 3 I l-3 l4
Dry, C. M., "Smart Materials Which Sense, Activate and Repair Damage; Hollow Porous Fibers

in Composites Release Chemicals from Fibers for Self-Healing Damage Prevention, and/or

Dynamic Control," Proceedinqs on First European Conference on Smart Structures and

À,iut"riols, edited by B. Culshaw, et al., Glasgow, Scotland, }4ay 12-14,1992' SPIE Volume

1777, institute of Physics Publishing, Bristol, England, and EOS/SPIE and IOP, EUROPTO

Series Publishing Ltd., pp. 367 -37 1

Dry, C. M. and N. Sottos, "Passive Smart Self-Repair in Polymer Matrix Composite Materials,"

in Smart Structures and Materials 1993: Smart Materials, Proceedings, SPIE 1916,

V. K. Varadan, Editor, 1993, pp. 438-444

Dry, C. M., "Time Release of Polymers Inside Concrete to Reduce Permeability," American

Concrete Institute Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, Minnesota, November 8-12' 1993

Dry, C. M., "Structural Control During and After Seismic Events by Timed Release of
Chemicals for Damage Repair in Composites Made of Concrete or Polymers, First World

Conference on Structural Control, Proceedings, Volume 2, edited by G. W. Housner,

S. F. Masri, A. G. Orassia, International Assoc. for Structural Control, Los Angeles,

California, August 3-5,1994, pp' TAI-60 - TAI-65
Dry, C. M., "Release of Repair Chemicals from Fibers In Response to Damage in Polymer

Composites, Proceedings of First International Conference on Composites Ensineerinq,

edited by D. Hui, New Orleans, Louisiana, August 28-31,1994, pp. l06l-10ó2
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Dry, C. M., "Smart Multiphase Composite Materials Which Repair Themselves by a Release of
- 

Liquids Which Become Solids," in Smart Structures and Materials 1994: Smart Materials,

Proceedings SPIE 2189, V. K. Varadan, Editor, 1994, pp' 62-10

Dry, C. M., "Àdhesive Liquid Core Optical Fibers for Crack Detection and Repairs in Polymer

and Concrete Matricei," in Smart Structures and Materials 1995: Smart Sensinq. Processinq

and Instrumentation, Proceedings SPLE2444,W. B. Spillman, Jr., Editor, 1995, pp. 410'413

Ory, ffi.t*ntr-.t*rnt Wni"h are Self-Healing by the Release of Repair Chemicals Upon Demand,"

Smart Pavement Conference, Dallas, Texas' December 5, 1995' pp' 52-56

Dry, C. M., "Crack and Damage Assessment in Concrete and Polymer Mauices Using Liquids

Released Internally from Hollow Optical Fibers," Smart Sense Processins. Svmposium on

Smart Materials and Structures '96, Proceedings of SPIE's Smart Structures and Materials

Conference, San Diego, CA, February 1996' pp' 448'451

Dry, C. M., "Smarr Bridgi and Building Materials in Which Cyclic Motion is Controlled by

Internally Reteased Adhesives," Smart Svstems for Bridees. Highwavs. and Structures.

Svmposium on Smart Materials and Structures '96, Proceedings of SPIE's Smart Structures

and Materials Conference, San Diego, CA, February 1996

Dry, C. M., "Damage Assessment using Liquid Filled Fiber optic systems," sPIE 1996
' 

Symposium, Smart Materials, Structures & MEMS, Banglore, India, December l1-14, 1996

(in press)

Dry, C. M., 'is*urr Materials that Self-Repair by Timed Release of Chemicals," SPIE 1996
' 

Symposium, Smart Materials, Structures & MEMS, Banglore, India, December I l-14, 1996

(in press)

Dry,C.M.,''ReleaseofSmartRepairChemicalsfortheIn-ServiceRepairofBridges' 
Roadways," SPIE 1996 Symposium, Smart Materials, Structures & MEMS, Banglore, India,

December I l-14, 1996 (in Press)
Dry, C. M., "Smart Material Which Senses and Repairs Damage in Concrete Materials,"

Research in Architecture and Planning, Spring'9? Research Conference, A¡chitectural

Research Centers Consortium, Atlanta, Georgia, Aprll24-26, 1991

Dry, C. M., "Improvement in Reinforcing Bond Strength in Reinforced Concrete with Self-
' 

Repairing Chemical Adhesives," Smart Svstems for Bridses. Structures. and Hiehwavs,

Próceedings of SPIE's Smart Structures and Materials conference, 1997 , pp' 44-50

Dry, C. M., ',X-ray and Fiber Optic Detection of Cracks in Concrete Using Adhesive Reìeased

from Glass Fibers," Smart Sensinq. Processinq. and Instrumentation, Proceedings of SPIE's

Smart Structures and Materials Conference, 1997

Dry, C. M., "Damage Assessment Using Liquid Filled Fiber Optic Systems," Proceedinss of the

Advanced Composites Conference, SPIE, Bangalore, India, 1998

Ory, C tuf , nelease of Smart Chemicals for the In-Service Repair of Bridges and Roadways,"

Proceedinss of the Advanced Composites Conference, SPIE, Bangalore, India, 1998

O.y, C. tuf, "noni Initiated Adhesive Release System to Control Cracking and Repair the

Concrete Matrix," Proceedinqs of the lver Conference, Bangalore, India, 1997-98

Dry, C. M. and J. Unzicker, "Preserving Performance of Concrete Members Under Seismic
' 

Loading Conditions," Smart Svstems for Bridees. Structures. and Hishways, Proceedings of

SPIE's Smart Structures and Materials Conference, San Diego, March 1-5' 1998

Dry, C. M., "Self Repair of Polymer Matrix Composites for Use as Infrastructure Materials,"
- 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Composites in Infrastructure," Tucson,

A¡izona, January 5-9, 1998

Dry, C. M., "Repaii of Highway Bridges by Internal Time-Release of Repair Chemicals,"
' pro"."din*, of Ennin"irinn M"chanics: A Force for the 21tt C.nturu, La Jolla, California,

May l7-20, 1998

7)Abstracts on self healing

"Electrically Conductive Concrere" (Electromagnetic Pulse Shielding Attributes of Low-Cost

Cements Containing Various Additive Materials), Construction Engineering Research

Laboratory (CERL), U.S. Army,67 pages, 1988-89
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"Encapsulated Water Used to Hydrate Cement," Architectural Research Centers Consortium

Directory of Current Research Efforts, M' Kihl, editor, Spring,1989,p.23
"Cement Materials Designed for Durability by Timed Release of Internal Chemicals," Chemical

Abstract Service of the American Chemical Society, "Frontiers of Chemistry: Materials by

Design" Conference, with R. C. Donahey, Columbus, Ohio, November 12,1989' p. 73

"Use of Filtration Fibers for Time Release of Chemicals into Concrete to Promote Durability,"
American Filtration Society Spring Seminar and Exposition, Rosemont (Chicago), Illinois,
May 10-14, 1992,p.542

"Method of Corrosion Resistance Using Time Release of Chemicals From Fibers into Cement

Matrices," Annual Meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineering, Dallas, Texas,

October 25-28,1993
"Time Release of Chemicals From Fibers in Hardened Matrices to Adapt to Changes in

Environment," Eiehth International Cimtec Conference. Forum on New Materials.

Svmposium on Smart Materials and Svstems, Florence, Italy, July 1'4,1994
"Time Release of Chemicals From Fibers in Hardened Matrices to Adapt to Changes in

Environment," Eishth International Cimtec Conference. Forum on New Materials.

Svmposium on Smart Materials and Systems, Florence, Italy, July l-4,1994
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